
As I write my final Taste of Torah message to you, I am struck by the symmetry of this week’s Torah 

parasha to our lives together.  

In this chapter, Moses selects Joshua to replace him and begins the process of transferring leadership 

(Numbers 27:12-23). Rabbi Michael Simon wrote, “The fact that Moses was not permitted to enter into 

the Promised Land…(is) a perfect example of what we all face in our own lives. For each of us, there is 

going to be a Jordan we will not cross, and a Promised Land we will not enter, no matter how hard we 

try…Moses teaches us what we begin, others will complete, if we have laid the groundwork, set them on 

the right path, and taught them how. Our actions, our involvement, our teachings, are what are most 

important...” 

As I’ve been reflecting on my rabbinate this week, images of my parents and childhood kept filling my 

heart with gratitude. Julius and Mary Israel, of blessed memory, raised their children to know that being 

Jewish is at the core of who we are. My father, who considered himself “modern Orthodox”, was what 

my brother and I have called a “practical Jew.” He appreciated modernity and respected every Jew’s 

level of observance without judgement. When I began wearing a kippah (headcovering) and tallit 

(prayer shawl) in prayer and later, at age 35, celebrated my adult bat mitzvah, I asked him what he 

thought. He said, “I don’t understand it, but if it brings you satisfaction, who am I to stand in your way?”  

He taught me by example that everyone must find one’s own way, which prepared me to be Rabbi of a 

congregation whose members followed so many different spiritual paths. Because of the lessons he 

taught me, I held no judgments of anyone’s way of being a Jew. I hope I was able to enhance your 

relationship to your people, Israel, and especially to God. I always prayed that our non-Jewish spouses 

and family members felt welcomed and appreciated. As my father taught me, “There are many 

mountaintops and all of them reach for the stars.” 

Dearest friends, I have told you how much joy you brought into my life, and you have beautifully 

expressed your reciprocated appreciation. Our time together was too short and yet I recognize that 

every day with you was a gift the Holy One gave to me.  

With great and lasting affection, 
Rabbi Debbie Israel 
 



I found a message written for Hamadrich in 2007, when I was commuting every week to Los Angeles 

while attending rabbinical school. I’m glad I saw it because I can now reflect how I felt then, at the 

beginning of my relationship with Emeth, and how I feel now. 

I remember this encounter like it was yesterday. I was standing in line, waiting to board the airplane. 

That particular morning, a group of us, strangers in line, were talking. The conversation was about work, 

and one person turned to me and said, “And who do you work for?” I hesitated for a moment and then 

the words came out, surprising me most of all. “Why, I work for God,” I answered. On that day, I 

thought, my soul spoke the truth for me: I work for God. 

And since that day, I tried to be consciously aware of who my Boss is! While serving Emeth as Rabbi, I’ve 

participated in regular “performance evaluations” with temple leadership, but I never had a 

performance review from the Big Boss! However, I did know the job requirements and expectations. 

Though I am Rabbi, my job requirements are the same as yours. They are found in this week’s Haftarah – 

the prophetic reading attached to the Torah portion. We read in Micah 6:8: “What does God require of 

you? Only to do justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with your God.” 

This is a requirement that all of us can attain. In all of the words of the Bible, nowhere is the expectation 

laid out so clearly. What does it mean to “do justly”? It means being responsible for our actions, in 

business and in our homes. As business people, we mustn’t inflate prices and we must compete fairly. 

When the clerk gives us too much change, we return that which isn’t ours. When we aren’t charged 

enough, we tell the clerk and pay the correct amount. On company time, we don’t waste time on 

personal tasks, which is the equivalent of stealing from our employers.  

What does it mean to “love mercy”? It means showing compassion for all those we encounter – the 

homeless on the streets, the lost souls talking to themselves, the people among us who are “different.” 

It means showing kindness, even to that person who cut you off in traffic; to the telephone salesperson 

who interrupts your dinner; and most assuredly to the family members who just want a little of your 

time. 

And what does it mean to “walk humbly with your God”? This is a little more difficult to understand. 

Why does it say “your” God, and not simply God? Perhaps the prophet Micah is teaching us that God is 

not only transcendent, distant, and taking care of the universe, but is also personal, accompanying each 



of us as we go through our lives. Truly believing, knowing, that God is “walking” with us is a humbling 

experience. 

We are all here to do God’s work! We should each do a regular check up. The best performance reviews 

are the ones we do honestly for ourselves. As individuals and as a congregation, how are we measuring 

up in doing justly? Loving mercy? Walking humbly with our God? The purpose of a job review is to 

recognize that we all can do better and improve! 

In this week’s Torah parasha (chapter), Korach led a rebellion against the leadership of Moses and 

Aaron. Korach’s challenge was not motivated by his belief that Moses and Aaron were poor leaders, or 

that the Israelites needed a new type of leader, or even that he would be a better leader.  

Korach’s motivation was self-serving. He wanted power and adulation. He was a skilled manipulator and 

managed to gain a following. The people were demoralized because of the devastating incident of the 

spies (last week’s Torah reading). This was the perfect time for a demagogue to arise. As a result of his 

dishonorable rebellion, there was an earthquake that swallowed up only Korach and his followers. 

At a time when the United States is still holding some primary elections and soon will focus on national 

elections, this chapter presents a leadership challenge for us. Rarely do we ask, “What is the motivation 

of the candidate?” We look to their promises and sometimes their personal history. But we learn from 

Korach to ponder what drives them to leadership? Is it to improve their own lives or the country? Is it to 

benefit the lives of the citizens or the leader’s personal bank account? Who has the people’s best 

interest at the heart of their motivation to serve? 

This is not only true in politics. A teacher who focuses more on being liked rather than whether students 

are learning is a poor educator. Company executives who are more concerned about dominating their 

industry and lining their own wallets than the welfare of their clients and employees are poor 

executives. Public servants who are more concerned about glory and control than the public welfare put 

everyone at risk. 

Not everyone who chooses to lead does so with malintent. But my definition of a successful leader is 

someone who puts the followers first, who is empathetic, who has vision and who can motivate people 

to help make that vision a reality. 



In my role as your Rabbi, I kept this quotation by Lao Tzu above my computer screen as a reminder of 

the kind of leader I aspired to be (edited to be gender neutral): “Leaders are best when people barely 

know they exist, when their work is done, their aim fulfilled, the people will say: we did it ourselves.” 
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